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Liquid silica is the archetypal glass former, and compounds based
on silica are ubiquitous as natural and man-made amorphous
materials. Liquid silica is also the extreme case of a `strong' liquid,
in that the variation of viscosity with temperature closely follows
the Arrhenius law as the liquid is cooled toward its glass transition
temperature1,2. In contrast, most liquids are to some degree
`fragile', showing signi®cantly faster increases in their viscosity
as the glass transition temperature is approached. Recent stud-
ies3±6,35,36 have demonstrated the controlling in¯uence of the
potential energy hypersurface (or `energy landscape') of the
liquid on the transport properties near the glass transition. But
the origin of strong liquid behaviour in terms of the energy
landscape has not yet been resolved. Here we study the static

and dynamic properties of liquid silica over a wide range of
temperature and density using computer simulations. The results
reveal a change in the energy landscape with decreasing tempera-
ture, which underlies a transition from a fragile liquid at high
temperature to a strong liquid at low temperature. We also show
that a speci®c heat anomaly is associated with this fragile-to-
strong transition, and suggest that this anomaly is related to the
polyamorphic behaviour of amorphous solid silica.

In a molecular dynamics computer simulation of an equilibrium
liquid, the diffusion coef®cient D is readily evaluated from the
particle trajectories. Like the viscosity, D is a characteristic transport
property whose deviations from the Arrhenius law serve to classify a
liquid as strong or fragile. The theory of Adam and Gibbs (AG)7

states that D is related to the con®gurational entropy, Sc through

D � D0 exp� 2 A=TSc� �1�

where the parameters D0 and A are commonly assumed to be
independent of temperature, T. The entropy Sc quanti®es the
number of distinct con®gurational states explored by the liquid in
equilibrium. It has been suggested that these states correspond to
the `basins' of the potential energy hypersurface (PES) sampled by
the liquid8,9. A basin is the set of points in phase space representing
con®gurations having the same local minimum. The local mini-
mum con®guration is termed an inherent structure (IS), and is
identi®ed in simulation by a steepest descent minimization of the
potential energy.

Following the thermodynamic formalism of Stillinger and
Weber8, we can express the internal energy of the liquid as
E � eIS � Eharm � Eanh, where eIS is the average inherent structure
energy and the last two terms are the average contributions to E due
to thermal excitations about the IS. The term Eharm is the average
harmonic contribution determined from a quadratic approxima-
tion to E around each inherent structure minimum, and Eanh is the
remaining, necessarily anharmonic contribution. The harmonic
and anharmonic potentials characterize the shape of the basin.

If the shape of the basins does not depend on eIS (a condition
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Figure 1 Variation of inherent structure energy eIS with temperature T. Main panel: eIS as a

function of T along two isochores. At T � 0 we show the energy E0 of the crystalline

system at density r � 2:36 g cm2 3 (®lled square) and r � 3:01 g cm2 3 (open square).

E0 is found by calculating the volume dependence of the potential energy at T � 0 of

three crystal polymorphs of silica (stishovite, coesite and quartz), and then using the

common tangent construction to determine the potential energy of the heterophase of

coexisting crystals that would be the ground state at the required bulk value of r. Inset: eIS

for the same isochores as in the main panel, plotted as a function of 1/T. Only the high-

density data show a clear 1/T behaviour at low T.
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satis®ed at constant density r in the present study; see Methods),
then Sc can be calculated along an isochore by integrating the T
dependence of eIS at constant volume V (ref. 3):

Sc � S0
c � #

T

T0

1

T9

]eIS

]T9

� �
V

dT9 �2�

where S0
c is the value of Sc at a reference temperature T � T0 (see

Methods). Equation (2) highlights that the T dependence of Sc arises
solely from changes in eIS (refs 3, 8). Evaluation of Sc when the basin
shape depends on eIS is also feasible5,10,11.

Some analyses of experimental data for silica suggest12,13 that the
liquid may be fragile at very high T, and recent simulations14,15 of the
BKS model of silica16 support this possibility. Simulations con-
ducted between temperatures of 2,750 and 6,000 K have shown that
at the onset of slow dynamics, as re¯ected for example by the
presence of two-step relaxation in structural autocorrelation func-
tions, BKS silica is a fragile liquid. At about 3,300 K BKS silica
transforms to a strong liquid and the T dependence of all char-
acteristic relaxation times follows the Arrhenius law15.

The relationship of such a `fragile-to-strong' transition to the PES
is not yet known. For a strong liquid that satis®es equation (1) the T
dependence of Sc must approach a constant to recover Arrhenius
behaviour. From equation (2), if Sc is constant, then so must be the
variation of eIS with T. This behaviour would be qualitatively
different from that found in simulations of fragile liquids. For
example, recent studies of a binary Lennard-Jones liquid have
shown that eIS is proportional to -1/T, a dependence consistent
with a gaussian distribution of IS energies4,5. When the distribution
of inherent structure energy is gaussian, fragility has been shown to
depend on the total number of IS states, the width of the gaussian,
and the variation of the basin shape with eIS (refs 5, 17). It is not
known, however, if the PES of a liquid exhibiting a fragile-to-strong
crossover is similarly characterized by a gaussian distribution of
inherent structure energies but with parameters that differ from
those of the fragile liquid, or if the PES is qualitatively different from
that of a fragile liquid.

To address these questions, we conduct extensive equilibrium
simulations of BKS silica over a large range of Tand r to examine the
fragile-to-strong transition, and to identify the energy landscape
behaviour that underlies it. The results clarify our understanding
both of the origins of silica's status as a strong liquid, and of the
dynamical behaviour of a wider class of liquids that are to some
degree silica-like, most notably water and silicon (S. Sastry, personal

communication), but also other systems such as BeF2 (ref. 18).
Indeed, the concept of a `fragile-to-strong' transition was ®rst
proposed for the case of deeply supercooled water19.

Figure 1 shows the T dependence of eIS along two isochores. The
shape of the higher r isochore is similar to that found for fragile
liquids. But at the lower rÐwhich is close to the experimental r at
ambient pressureÐeIS shows an in¯ection, passing from concave
downwards at high T to concave upwards at low T. Figure 1 also
shows the potential energy E0 at T � 0 of the corresponding
equilibrium crystalline system for the same r. As the energy of the
lowest IS cannot be less than E0, E0 sets a lower bound on eIS. The
value of E0 relative to the measured eIS curves con®rms that an
in¯ection occurs.

The inset of Fig. 1 shows that the relation eIS ~ 2 1=T, the
hallmark of a gaussian distribution of IS energies, is not obeyed
along our lower r isochore. The breakdown of this relation does not
arise from changes in the shapes of the basins sampled at different T.
Indeed, we ®nd that at constant r, the harmonic contribution to the
vibrational entropy does not depend on the basin depth; our results
are also consistent with the anharmonic contribution to the vibra-
tional entropy being independent of basin depth (see Methods).

Like eIS, Sc also has an in¯ection along our lower r isochore
(Fig. 2). Our Sc data thus reveal the signature in the energy land-
scape of a fragile-to-strong transition. The rapid variation of land-
scape properties at high T corresponds to a fragile regime. As T
decreases, the in¯ections of eIS and Sc mark the onset of a regime in
which the rate of change of these quantities decreases, consistent
with the system's approach to the strong liquid limit.

In the range of T near the in¯ections of eIS and Sc, we ®nd (Fig. 3)
that along both the high and low r isochores, D satis®es the AG
relation within numerical error. That is, whether or not there is a
change in the nature of the T dependence of Sc, the transport
properties of the liquid adjust so as to maintain the AG relation, a
®nding that demonstrates the robustness of equation (1) (refs 5, 20,
21). As in simulations of binary Lennard-Jones liquids5 and water21,
we also ®nd that the slope of the isochores in Fig. 3 varies with r;
understanding this dependence is an important open question in
the study of liquid dynamics using the PES.
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We note that for the present model, Sc is much smaller than the
vibrational entropy (Sharm � Sanh) and of the same order as Sanh.
Moreover, we ®nd that for BKS silica the crystalline vibrational
entropy differs signi®cantly from the liquid vibrational entropy, as
also found by Richet2 in his extensive analysis of silicate melts. This
con®rms that for silica, the identi®cation of the excess entropy
(liquid entropy minus crystal entropy) with Sc may not be
adequate22,23. This highlights the value of ®nding Sc by the `all-
liquid route'24 used here. We also note that estimates of the
con®gurational entropy (expressed in the units used here) of a
random tetrahedral network range from 0.83 to 1.94 J K-1 mol-1

(refs 25, 26). These estimates are consistent with our calculations, in
that our Sc data are plausibly approaching this range from above at
low T.

The in¯uence of the energy landscape is suf®ciently prominent to
appear in the total thermodynamic properties27. The isochoric
speci®c heat CV can be written as CV � CIS

V � 3R � Canh
V , where

each term is the derivative with respect to T of the corresponding
contribution to E, and R is the gas constant. The in¯ection in the T
dependence of eIS corresponds to a maximum in CIS

V (Fig. 4) that is
the origin of a CV anomaly, in the form of a peak, in the interval of T
corresponding to the fragile-to-strong transition. An analogous CV

anomaly has recently been predicted to occur in the silica-like liquid
BeF2 (ref. 18), and in theoretical models designed to reproduce a
fragile-to-strong transition28. High-T experiments that test for this
anomaly, although challenging, can thus directly seek the thermo-
dynamic signature of the fragile-to-strong transition in these
systems.

The peak that we ®nd in CV occurs at T near the temperature
of maximum density of BKS silica, and near a maximum of the
isothermal compressibility KT predicted for this model29. This
interrelated set of liquid-state thermodynamic anomalies30,31 has
been associated with the physics of polyamorphism in glassesÐin
other words, the rapid pressure-induced crossover of a low-density
glass to a high-density glass32. Polyamorphism is observed experi-
mentally during compression of silica glass, and the CV maximum

found here may be the thermal anomaly corresponding to poly-
amorphism's mechanical anomaly. Along different isochores we
®nd that the T at which the CV maximum occurs decreases with
increasing r, as would be expected for an anomaly related to
polyamorphism in silica. The maxima of CV and KT demarcate a
zone of a rapid, but continuous, crossover in the thermodynamic
properties of the liquid. In BKS silica, there is evidence29 that this
crossover becomes at lower T a discontinuous liquid±liquid phase
transition. Although it is conceivable that such a ®rst-order phase
transition develops in real silica under appropriate conditions of
temperature and pressure, the phase transition may be pre-empted
by the glass transition, rendering it unobservable as a liquid-state
phenomenon.

Consideration of the combined behaviour that we ®nd for
dynamic and thermodynamic properties suggests that the fragile-
to-strong transition is the dynamical transition corresponding
to the thermodynamic crossover in the liquid that presages
polyamorphism28. More generally, our results provide a basis for
considering all strong liquids as candidates for polyamorphism: a
strong liquid arises through a fragile-to-strong transition, asso-
ciated with which may be thermodynamic anomalies that are the
liquid-state precursors to polyamorphism. M

Methods
Computer simulations

Results are based on molecular dynamics simulations of BKS silica. All data are obtained
from systems of N � 1;332 atoms (888 O and 444 Si atoms), except for the
r � 2:36 g cm23 isochore, where we use 999 atoms to achieve equilibration more easily at
low T. At r � 2:36 g cm23, eight independent runs for each state point are made. All data
reported here are for liquid states in equilibrium. Equilibration is con®rmed by ensuring
that runs are longer than the slowest relaxation time in the system as evaluated from the
collective (coherent) density±density correlation function. The lowest-T runs exceed
80 ns. Simulations are carried out in the constant-(N,V,E) ensemble, and long-range
electrostatic interactions are accounted for by Ewald summation. We evaluate eIS by
conducting conjugate gradient minimizations of up to 1,000 equilibrium liquid
con®gurations and averaging the results. Note that our thermodynamic results are
reported per mole of atoms, rather than per mole of SiO2 molecules.
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Evaluation of the total entropy

For a given r, S at T � T0 � 4;000 K is calculated using thermodynamic integration. We
®rst ®nd the free energy difference between an ideal gas and a binary mixture Lennard-
Jones (LJ) system at the chosen r by integrating the excess pressure along an isotherm from
the high-V limit where the system behaves as an ideal gas. We then carry out a set of
simulations at constant V and T that continuously convert the LJ system to BKS silica, by
using a hybrid potential f � lfBKS � �1 2 l�fLJ (ref. 33). An appropriate thermody-
namic integration from l � 0 to 1 yields the free energy of BKS silica, from which S at T0

and the chosen r is calculated. The value of S at other temperatures is found by further
thermodynamic integration at constant V.

Evaluation of the vibrational entropy

We evaluate Sharm from the spectrum of eigenfrequencies n (that is, the vibrational
density of states) calculated from the inherent structures at each T, using Sharm �

kS 3N
i�1�1 2 log�hni=kT��, where k and h are Boltzmann's and Planck's constants, respec-

tively. To obtain Sanh we use Eanh. We evaluate Eanh � E 2 Eharm 2 eIS and then ®t Eanh with
a polynomial constrained to be zero and have zero slope at T � 0. Assuming that the
shapes of the basins do not depend on eIS, Sanh may be calculated by thermodynamic
integration using the ®tted form of Eanh from T � 0 to the desired T. In terms of the
above quantities, the integration constant in equation (2) is thus S0

c � S�T0� 2
Sanh�T0� 2 Sharm�T0�.

Isochoric invariance of basin shape

Our assumption that the shape of the basins is independent of eIS along an isochore is
based on two observations. First we ®nd that the vibrational density of states (the n

spectrum), is independent of eIS along an isochore. Second, the anharmonic energy of
inherent structure con®gurations heated from T � 0 to a chosen T follows the Eanh �

E 2 Eharm 2 eIS curve calculated from equilibrium simulations. This is only possible if the
anharmonic character of the basins is also to a large extent independent of eIS.
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The recent demonstration of single-crystal organic optoelectro-
nic devices has received widespread attention1±4. But practical
applications of such devices require the use of inexpensive
organic ®lms deposited on a wide variety of substrates. Unfortu-
nately, the physical properties of these organic thin ®lms do not
compare favourably to those of single-crystal materials. More-
over, the basic physical principles governing organic thin-®lm
growth and crystallization are not well understood. Here we
report an in situ study of the evolution of pentacene thin ®lms,
utilizing the real-time imaging capabilities of photoelectron
emission microscopy. By a combination of careful substrate
preparation and surface energy control, we succeed in growing
thin ®lms with single-crystal grain sizes approaching 0.1 milli-
metre (a factor of 20±100 larger than previously achieved), which
are large enough to fully contain a complete device. We ®nd that
organic thin-®lm growth closely mimics epitaxial growth of
inorganic materials, and we expect that strategies and concepts
developed for these inorganic systems will provide guidance for
the further development and optimization of molecular thin-®lm
devices.

`Plastic transistors' offer possibilities for ¯exible displays, and all-
plastic smart cards and badges, as well as light-emitting diodes and
lasers1,5±8. Pentacene (C14H22), a chain-like aromatic molecule
composed of ®ve benzene rings, is among the most promising
materials. Recent progress in organic electronics has focused on the
exploration of new devices in single-crystal materials1±4,9. However,
electrical properties of polycrystalline ®lms are inferior to those of
single-crystal materials, andÐbecause the mobility in single-crystal
bulk material is higher5 than the values reported for organic thin-
®lm transistors (OTFTs)Ðimprovement of the ®lm quality is
mandatory10.
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